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04 November
The Anonymous hacker group stepped up cyber attacks across 
Southeast Asia, targeting websites in the Philippines and Singapore 
before a global protest today against censorship and government 
corruption.

China’s stocks fell, dragging down the benchmark index to a two-
month low. Financial and consumer companies led declines.

South Korea’s bonds halted a three- day drop as comments by U.S. 
policy makers fueled speculation the Federal Reserve will maintain its 
record stimulus that has spurred inflows to emerging markets. The won 
advanced.

M&G Real Estate, a property investment unit of Prudential Plc, wants 
to raise about A$1 billion ($951 million) in the next three years from 
Australian pension funds as they boost allocations to foreign assets.

05 November
China’s stocks swung between gains and losses as banks rose and 
oil companies declined. Trading volumes in the benchmark index 
continued to slump before the start of a Communist Party meeting 
later this week.

Indian stock-index futures swung between gains and losses after 
benchmark indexes dropped by the most in more than five weeks 
yesterday.

Asia’s benchmark stocks index swung between gains and losses as 
U.S. service-industry growth fueled speculation the Federal Reserve will 
taper U.S. stimulus earlier than previously expected. Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia led rising shares.

South Korea’s three-year bond yield rose to a seven-week high and 
the won fell after data showing U.S. service industries unexpectedly 
accelerated in October bolstered the case for the Federal Reserve 
to cut stimulus.

07 November
Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index heading for 
the longest streak of weekly losses in five months, after faster U.S. 
economic growth fueled concern the Federal Reserve may reduce 
stimulus sooner than expected.

Lenovo Group Ltd., the largest maker of personal computers, said 
it will triple the number of markets in which it sells smartphones by 
focusing on emerging economies where Apple Inc.’s iPhone is seen 
as too costly.

The share of Japanese households with no financial assets rose to 
a record as falling incomes forced people to dig into their savings, 
highlighting the potential for widening disparities under Abenomics.

Two years after China started a trial municipal-bond program, plans 
to take it nationwide have stalled, leaving local authorities reliant on 
off-budget funding fueled partly by land seizures.

08 November
Rubber rebounded to the highest level in almost a week after Japan’s 
currency slid on U.S. and Chinese data that exceeded analyst 
estimates, boosting the appeal of yen-denominated futures.

Gold fell for a third day toward a three-week low after data showed 
that U.S. employers added more jobs than expected, boosting 
speculation the Federal Reserve will begin scaling back stimulus.

Asian stocks climbed, with the regional index rising from a one-month 
low led by Japanese shares, as better-than-estimated Chinese 
and U.S. economic data bolstered the global outlook. Most Asian 
currencies weakened against the dollar as precious metals retreated.

Japanese shares rose, with the Topix index advancing for the first time 
in three days, as the yen weakened after a better-than-forecast U.S. 
jobs report added to signs of growth in the world’s biggest economy.

06 November
Australia’s dollar tumbled from near a one-week high after a report 
today showed the nation’s full- time employment dropped by the 
most in more than a year.

Asian stocks and U.S. index futures fell while most industrial metals 
advanced as investors awaited American economic reports 
and digested company earnings. Australia’s dollar slipped after 
disappointing jobs data.

The euro held yesterday’s gain against most major peers before 
European Central Bank policy makers meet today amid speculation 
the region’s economy isn’t fragile enough to warrant an interest-rate 
cut.
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